Hatha Yoga or-Lunch-Bunch W y Not Join?
NOONTIME NIRVANA As the
fountain whispered its sporadic song
upon a breeze scented by the moist
earth, several students sat crosslegged on the lawn Wednesday,
peacefully meditating. The afternoon
session of meditation was prompted
by a growing group of Hatha Yoga
practitioners led by Sri A. Alexandrou, a bearded, Hindu-like personage swathed in a white flowing robe
and sandals. The session, which occurs every Wednesday and Friday,
weather permitting, from noon to
1:30 p.m., is composed of 15 minutes
of meditation, yoga and musical
chants (Singing Sanskrit Mantras)
accompanied by tamborines, tables,
flutes and cymbals. Hatha Yoga is
a late development in Hinduism
based on a physiological theory
that a dormant divine potency exists
at the base of the spine. This potency, when united with the supreme
center of psychic power at the top
of the skull through the levels of the
six psychic centers along the spine,
becomes full salvation, and nirvana
is achieved. The sessions are open to
all interested students.
Daily photos by Chad, Shawver
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Hansberger Keynotes Seminar

In his discussion, the flamboyant
dancer will explain the styles and
techniques involved with the dances of
Spain.
Born in a small village in Montorio,
Italy, Greco as a youngster became intensely interested in Spanish culture
and music. His parents were of Italian
and Spanish descent.
Also appearing with Greco will be
Nana Lorca, his prima ballerina, Roger
Marchado, pianist and Gino Dauri. lead
guitarist.
Free admission is available on a first come first -seated basis. The event is
sponsored by the College Union Program Board.

By JIM BROADY
Daily Editor
Robert V. Hansberger, President of
Boise Cascade Corp. addressed a full
house in Morris Dailey auditorium yesterday, kicking off the "Fourth Annual
Distinguished Businessman’s Seminar"
as the keynote speaker, and fittingly
enough, the "Distinguished BusinessIn his presentation. Hansberger, 49,
reaffirmed his belief in the individual.
But he challenged that individual to
"assume a new responsibility." and to
"acknowledge the immensity of the
need for change," in our society.
Contrasting the peaceful, bucolic
world of yesterday with "our new,
fantastic technology," he noted that
our world is now dominated by machines "that prepare our food, transport us, clothe LIS, heal us, entertain us and even manufacture more
machines."
"But most of all." he said, "they
manufacture change." Quoting an un-

President Praises Team
Through the courtesy of the Spartan Daily, let me take this opportunity
to commend the members of our football team for their decision that the
most effective way for them, and this college, to express moral outrage
at actions which encourage racial divisiveness is not for players to boycott
or the college to cancel games but, as their own statement says, to "wear
multi -colored arm bands, expressing our concern for all racial minorities,
not just on the football field, hut within the greater society-- That Position
has my complete support, and I commend it to all members of out. community.
Readers of the Daily know there has been some feeling that by way of
protest the college should cancel games with certain institutions, but the
football team itself sought another alternative. That multi- colored arm
band clearly signifies not only our sympathy with students and athlete,
subjected to racial divisiveness but, equally important for this college, that
we have ourselves come a long, lung way front the time when we, too, were
part of the problem rather than contributing to the solution, Our college
should demonstrate that progress can be made; we ought not and need
not repeat the errors of the past or re-experience, again and again, our
own agonies of the past two years. There is no doubt but that our cancellation of a game two years ago with the University of Texas -El Paso, and
the boycott by Black football players last year of the game with BYU were
in fact prime reasons for the changes and improvements made and still
being made in our own college. Our "Rights of Conscience" policy, the first
of its kind in the nation, provides that a team member who cannot participate in an athletic contest as a matter of conscience may follow the dictates of that conscience without penalty- and that is the kind of attitude
and policy which others might well emulate.
It may he that others may not be able to learn from our experience and
that they will have to learn from their own mistakes, as we did. But surely
the role of this college, as an educational institution concerned with the
moral as well as intellectual quality of life, is to try to help others learn
and the kind of demonstration chosen by the football team is well calculated to prove to all that a concerned institution, if it really cares,
can indeed successfully address itself to such problems.
The team deserves yonr admiration and needs your support for its moral
as well as physical courage. It has mine: I solicit yours.
Hobert W. Burns.

named philosopher, Hansberger said,
"Today things are in the saddle, and
now they’re riding people."
The situation has caused today’s
problems. according to Hansberger, and
he again referred to the individual and
his relationship to the institutions
where the problems lie - the business
and social organizations of our society.
"Truly, technology and change have
brought us to a point of confrontation," he asserted, "and we have to
find some way to live and cope with
the problems they have produced."

seminar, a two-day series of receptions,
speeches, luncheons and student discussions, will conclude today at 3:30
with an informal discussion, open to
all, in the Home Economics squad.

FIRM’S PROGRESS

By CRAIG TURNER
Daily Staff Writer
A standing liaison committee between the student body and the College
Union director’s office was created by
the College Union Board of Governors
yesterday in their first meeting of the
year.
The move grew out of a marathon
two hour executive session. The session was called to discuss personnel
matters, and took nearly all of the
meeting time.
Appointed to the committee by Board
of Governors chairman Steve Lieurance
were students Pam Hubbard, Addle
Inset, Dave Mayes, Dean of Students
Robert Martin, and College Union Director Ron Barrett.
The purpose of the committee is to
iron out differences between the director’s office and students, the student
government in particular.
During the past few weeks, animosity
reportedly has been building between
the Associated Students and the director’s office.
In its first action of the meeting,
the board elected Lieurance chairman
and Bill Allison, who represents Director of Business Affairs Glen Guttormsen on the board, vice chairman.
Lieurance succeeds Dr. Paul Brown.
The charter of the board calls for alternating the chairmanship and vice
chairmanship between a student and a
faculty member.

Hansberger then outlined progress
that his Idaho-based corporation has
made toward these ends.
"Boise, Idaho," he said, "like many
other cities across the nation, has been
undergoing a progressive process of decay in its downtown core area.
"The resultant lower tax base, and
the crisis of a city fleeing to it’s own
suburbs prompted Boise Cascade to collaborate on the redevelopment of a
sixty square-block area in downtown
Boise.
"This experience led us to create a
Department of Urban Development
within the corporation, designed specifically to tackle the Problems of
cities," said Hansberger. "Today." he
added, "this department has underway
a 700-unit housing project in a ghetto
of Indianapolis and a 332-unit urban renewal project in Pittsburgh."
Besides other urban concerns, the 12year-old firm is involved with Boise
city government, the Idaho state legislature, and has a berth on the President’s Committee on Urban Housing,
where the problem of low and moderate income housing is undergoing study
and action,
BLACK CONTRACTOR
"About two and one half years ago,"
said Hansberger, "one of the very few
licensed Black contractors in the city
of New York came to Boise with a
problem. He did not have enough
money to obtain a performance bond."
Today, after the creation of a new
in which
Burnett -Boise Company
Boise Cascade is a minority partner
"this firm has on the hooks or is negotiating for a total of one hundred
million dollars worth of construction
work across the country," according to
Hansbei ger. The Company is all Black.
The Boise firm "is working with disadvantaged actual (Sr potential employees," he said, "In Chicago, we established night courses, in Nampa, we
have worked with itinerant laborers, in
New Jersey we have conducted a sensitivity training program, and our plant
reports that the waste percentage has
been dropping three per cent per
month."
The Business Department-sponsored

Hanley Denies Racism,
Defends United Fund

The burnt also voted to standardize
bowling prices in the Union at 35 cents
a game or three games for $1. Under
the previous system, prices ranged from
45 to 25 cents. Employees will continue
to receive a discount price of 25 cents

,,,lorence of the
Regional Training
linited Funds awl (7tineils of America
in April, 1969, on the "absence of Spanish surnamed people in the decisionmaking bodies throughout United
Funds."
Hanley obser ved that five years ago
the United Fund Board and every
mintier agency adopted resolutions of
positive non-discrimination in terms of
Board membership, staff and service.
This continues as a requirement for
any United Fund money.
’1 PER CENT’
Jose Carrasco, chairman of the Committee on Mexican-American Affairs,
sent a memorandum to all school deans
which noted that less than one per
cent of $2.5 million raised in Santa
Clara County in 1967 went for direct
funding of Mexican -American efforts.
Hanley countered that 18 United
Fund agencies and funds in 1969 working directly with the disadvantaged
have received allocations of $524,281, 18
per cent of $2.9 million allocated. One
of them, the Mexican-American Community Services Agency, received $80,992, which is almost three per cent of
the $2.9 million.
The Santa Clara County United
Fund, according to Carrasco, has adopted a "business as usual" attitude which
has resulted in a Chicano boycott of
fund collections.
Hanley pointed out that in 1966 the
United Fund had allocated $250,523 to
the 18 agencies primarily serving the
disadvantaged and in 1969 these agencies received $524,281, a 101 per cent

a game.

increase.

By ISABEL DIMON
Daily Minorities Writer
Denying charges of "racism" in the
United Fund, Dr. James M. Hanley,
chairman of the fund on campus, made

Distinguished Businessman
Jose Greco
College Union
Show Tonight
"Fire and ice" are the key words for
world-renowned Spanish dancer, Jose
Greco. Proof of his ability and style
is on tap tonight at 8:15 in the Ballroom of the College Union.
Whiplash movements and lightning
speed have given Green his reputation
for blending -fire and ice" on the dance
floor.

mr

a point by point refutation yesterday.
In answering charges made by the
SJS Committee on Mexican-American
Affairs Tuesday, he pointed out that
seven of the 47 United Fund Board of
Directors members are Spanish surnamed. This is 15 per cent compared
to an 11 per cent Mexican-American
population ratio.
Also, of the average member of 15
United Fund staff members, two are
Black and one is Japanese-American.
a ratio of 33 per cent as opposed to 15
per cent minority population.
PROTEST
A Coordinating Committee of Mexican-American representatives of the
Southwest protested to the Western

Liaison Committee Formed
By College Union Board

’Fired’ Angela Davis Talks
Tonight at Local Junior High
Angela Davis, 23, assistant philosophy
professor fired from UCLA by the
Regents for her Communist Party
membership, will speak in the Roosevelt Junior High Auditorium, East
Santa Clara Street at 19th Street, tonight at 8.
Because of recent court decisions
which have made firing professors on
the basis of political beliefs illegal, a
Los Angeles superior court Mutt- is
granted an injunction requested
other professors, murdering the Re:tem,
to reinstate Miss Davis.
Although her class in "Recurrent
Philosophical Themes in Black Literature" was denied credit, she has continued to teach her students. Over
2.000 showed tip for the first lecture.
In spite muf massive pnttest tgainst
Miss Davis’ dismissal, Innis prmufessmirs

AFT Condemns Wyoming
The American Federation of Teachers I AFTI has condemned the University of Wyoming for "dismissing 14
Black athletes for exercising their constitutional r ights under the first
amendment of the United States Constitution."
In a formal resolution, a copy of
which has been sent to Acting President Hobert W. Burns by David Magi,.
assistant professor of chemical engineering and president of AFT. the faculty organization also attacks the SJS
Athletic Department for its decision

to play the scheduled football game
this Saturday at UW. "Under the existing conditions," AFT feels the decision
to be imprudent.
The resolut imin additionally charges
that "informal pressures m have been I
exerted against some SJS athletes to
farce participatian in the Wyoming
game against their wishes."
AFT "requests that no future athletic contests be scheduled against
institutions which attempt to repress
constitutionally guaranteed rights of
freedom of expression."

at UCLA and other colleges and universities students, and the Black community, the Regents have announced
their intentions of taking the matter to
the U.S. Supreme Court
Proceeds from the San Jose meeting
arranged by the People’s World Forum.
at $1 for general admission and 50
cents far students and unemployed, will
go to the Angela Davis Defense Committee.

SJS To Argue
MA Decision
1 lobe! t W.
.1,ting
PIT‘sidelll
hletic Director Dr. Robert
Boni,.
13ronzan and track coach Bud Winter
will challenge the NCAA for putting
the Spartan track team on probation.

The Spartans were put on probation
Wednesday for the- wirticipat ion of Sam
Caruthers and John Carlos in an unsanctioned meet in June.
There were nine schools in that meet
plus a number of others who competed
in another unsanctioned meet in Houston, but the Spartans were the only
team punished, although eaeh school
violated the same rule,
SJS will have to wait 28 more
days before they can appeal the NCAA
action. After the 30-day appeal period,
the Spartans will have to wait until
January before any decision will be
reached.
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Editorial

Vier Itnis e no many fought so hard, for
so long toter so little. That is paraphrasing
one of the faculty at the
a quote fr

What Arrogance!
Like other.. I

read in the morning

neuspapers that the National
late 1thletic 1ssoviation has placed the
San Jose State track team on probation
because John Carlos and Sam (
millers participated in an ’insanetioned track meet last June. 1 telegram
from the NI: 11. belatedly informing
tile of it hal I had read in the papers
and asking itie to "please vvithhold any
statement- arrived hours later. 11 hat
arrogance! The Nt:.11 action requires
a statement.
1- of nieh,’ the facts are unclear but
perhaps

tors -sent understanding

toy

iticsonsplete and

is
rung
the only insti-

pedlars’ ii

that sari Jose state wit-

College Board of Appeals two weeks ago.

tution so-pended that participated in
that track meet: that this action against
San Jose may have been in part a prejudicial reaction to John Carlos’ raised fist gesture at the recent Olympic
Gaines: and that there is in fart a question as to whether or not the meet %vaunt certified.
If my present understanding is supported by the relevant facts then this
College proposes to seek redress. first
through the appeals mechanism of the
NC11 and. if unsuccessful there.
through the civil courts in order to
insure that the rights and reputations
of John Carlos. Satn Carruthers. and
W. Burns

Hobert

kltliootigh thi. is to Bill. [’to. addressed
11.0e 10 read it to
to soli. kisaxviis
bells-sill:1 old friends
hills
should loe direct and cot out the middle
SsiN. iliii..0111e0lie recently rams. miming
suit %sere
1111 1st Hie Mill Iliallieres1 111.11
running fist- 1.S. Pre.isletit! Said ’something
about s oil being a -11eNc t se of liberal
Huh. don’t worrt. I didn’t befit-tr. it. Not
ant sof it.
Tell me it’s nod true. Jeff. You’re not
running agtin throtigh the person of poor
011.Se UW11111111
old Bill! Ile - is iris 001
I oar contract

front

last

year expired! I solos son. .1 -fl. tell me its
jo-t not Irov.,
is

hunk

of

it?

on remember. all that
hard against. Vease
year’s prog.

star

!niblick damned lii1

alreail
re"- awl

I II

s1111

it

ass

no intention

of

follow Mg the direction set lii the "Miner
1 sso sdisoolsIn’t ha% e had him -.it that.
Jeff. Nu alstol
last
we %%sm.

sit

d good thing- happened

Mr s,111)
k111111 all the respect
lii iii\cash-ink Csnincil seats.

all the petty red laps- that wits eliminated.
the
gmt.rionent its proteel and
athania
ler%
I

Inli.red- of -Indent-. It sia-11.1
-marl to liaSe hills
!hal, .1,1[1
’netts. Bill. ilo people who nested
ter 5.11 As re Left:Ilse eon -es cal c
essisi.1 Make

iiesic.

sir tutu’ 1,1140.. %hal
111. herl. Remember when you told Ille 1111W
’ssis were -a-0111;110 teach it’ all a lesson- all the railiial reioliitionari,-?-

the liloerals," like you said you were going
to slo.1

we hurt ourselves and violate the doctrine
that we should all

live by: -give us

our

freedom. We can control our destiny. Give
us a

chance."

How Call racism., war, famine and
inanity be ended in the world if we cannot
even solve problems at a state college in
one of 50 states that belongs to one nation
a world of hundreds? Impossible?
Maybe, but just maybe we have a chance
if we all stop ego-tripping and try to set
ourselves straight.
in

"Where do they get those crazy ideas? ..."

If we could do it, maybe we would be
tion and it

Thrust and Parry

the world. "That’s

stupid."

say? *Nan 515 change the world?"
but maybe we can change SJS.
At the moment things are happening

you

And what’s thi. -11c1

type of liberal.-

the Right and look, Left. with tear, ill
eSs, and immobile feet. NN ho would

the

football

garding the cheerleaders attending Saturday’s

SJS

1312 minute

Marching Band

presented

a

show s4)-2 minutes overtime).

2. The athletic awards were presented in
5 minutes (as planned).
With the arrival of the football teams for
their normal warmups, there was not time

game in Laramie.
I am in full sympathy with the 14 Black
athletes attending Wyoming University for

left in the half for the Piedmont Hills Marching Band to present their show.
This letter is in behalf of the band members

read% defectedto our side. Nothing wrong

ing them from the team because of their

and its purpose is to censure your unprofes-

with hi. feet.
-.rt.. your tune, Jeff. Stop writing all

necessary protest against BYU. I, more im-

sional behavior. Your failure to time your

portantly, stand firmly behind our football

show, your smug manner after the half-time,

pull-

team for any decisions made concerning their

and your lack of concern tno apology) are

ing all the strings. Per,sonal tendetta, don’t

particular actions at Wyoming this Saturday.

examples of unprofessional

behavior.

Your

become anyone. Come up to today. II:1%e

This is where the cheerleaders will be this
Saturday in Laramie. Standing behind our
player. representing San Jose State. I feel
it is my obligation as a cheerleader to coordinate t,lir plans as a group to the actions
of the football team. Their _decision to play:
and furthermore, to demonstrate in any way
desirable, is in full agreement with me. I will
be at Laramie prepared to support our team
in whatever action they wish to take.

solution was to suggest we

present a

post-

his words. telling him all his

fun. But. please. don’t kick down any doors
Ilion. like you and Bill did
in the IleW
in the old one. [lase gentle fists.I

Jeff

bring

you .There’s less pollution. less hazard to
your health. Really ! Let your heart mote
a little. Smile at a stranger. Trust some
Go make hose in this

leates of a shedding

oak tree. Be good to yourself: Ihnt-t. Eyen

Warren Benjamin
A90725

Think Of [limning.
1)011.1

111111. Jeff %la

many people

Bill,

because

too

lerstand how much good

was done last year. 1314.101Se 100 many of its
are

proud,

progress.

really

Because

proud.
we

of

last

year’s

to

snake

wantsd

things better and did. Bet -aims’ \Se Want to
make things even better. Recall-, We 11101.
no intention of letting allyfilic ...WU: Ills
part of Whiles liven 11011e. BeCiiii.e 14e.%e
already beitien you. Because them’, just
1101 Way WC 11.0111(1 nil hack ;1101 is stilt s issiir
joint

court’s’

bet rtt

st Wields

sill

1 his

campus. Because we’ll lieat suit again.
There’s the gauntlet.
Peace and Love,
Grady Robert ,oft
A 18762

’Smug Manner’
EDITOR’S NOTE: On Wednesday the Daily
printed a copy of a letter sent by SJS Band
Director Roger Muuy to Jerry Snyder, band director at Piedmont Hills High School. Here is
Snyder’s letter to Muzzy.
The Piedmont Hills High School Band ap-

game show or that we could march "against"
you at some other game. The word "against"
would seem to indicate your lack of underThe members of the Piedmont Hills Band
made many sacrifices to appear at the game
including getting off work and attending a
special rehearsal Saturday at 5 o’clock. The
East Side Union High School District supported the trip with the cost of two busses
and two bus drivers.
You must realize that the San Jose Marching Band does not exist in a vacuum. The
band needs the support of its feeder schools.
Piedmont Hills has done its share of promoting the SJS Marching Band. Student teachers have even shown movies of past half-time
shows. You can well imagine the attitude
of my band members after your insulting and
irresponsible behavior.

peared at the Arizona State University game
as your guest,
t., sex ecii

our

Jerry Snyder

Soul

Needed’

For the past three San Jose home games,
including the Stanford game, I’ve sat in the
stands with a number of Black students who
but

wonder

why

the

Black

defensive positions. It is a curious thing to
me that San Diego State, Arizona State, and

Staff Comment

Different Responsibility?
By St S
"There is nothing new we Call learn front
the dentonstrat.
s." replied President
Nixon to a letter from a I0-% eifr-old sophomore at tieorgetown Lnitersity.

According to the Oct. I t issue of the
titronicle. Nixon ,ingled out this letter

SAFFOLD
to listen to his loathe regardless of whether
or not lie leis their feelings infnence his
derisions. This raises the question of what
effect. if tiny. peace movements are making
upon the Administration.

from among other prode.is rerun ed by the
White !louse following the President’s

The Chronicle reports further that although recognizing the "resq ..... sibility" of
Americans to make their feelings known on

statement Sept. 21, that "under no eire
stances will I be :divvied whatever" by the

the War. Nixon said he had a different
responsibility. Different responsibility than

Vietnam Nloratorium demonstrations.

155 act in accordance with the wishes of
the people he represents?

.Nre We l
1111-10 !Beall 111111 the
President is "turning off- to any IlleSSage
lir plirpsweui llie NhirS1101111111? If SO, We
certainly

must spiesstion the validity of
the l’resideuirs po-ilion. Is it not his responsibility to li’ten to the wishes of the
total public. For

to state in
advance he svon’t listen to the message of
the Nlooratoritim puis I . i ... iii a wall’ Ii ’Iii iii
aisi

1,111,

Mr.

Nixon

.ell a sla1110:11 siss lallsi

elenila

whether efforts such as the
I.
Nloritioritim are in vain. Are all
efforts to be crushed by similar comments
from the President liefore they are even
One is

attempted?

If Nixon states such a close-

minded attitude in regard to Moratorium
vet says he wants to know the
acti% it
own exactly how
’’ft’s ..1 di,
ps.spsose We inform hint?

knock on Bill,

110151

because the situation would

true for anyone.

Not so obvious is that Jim NIeMasters
can and just might hit

the campaign trail

again.
Ills

rationale: "folks, the cards and letters have just been pouring, in and in response to my friends, I’ll just have to run
again. for the good of the students."
if he does, NleMasters runs the risk -of
being crucified out page two of the Daily.
llowetet% he still stands a chance in the
race because to those 1511 i .. formed. it will
not he obvious that he will make himself
and student polities the laughing stock of
After the tirade of sincerity that Jim
presented Friday to the Daily and then the
election Board, it is difficult to say if he
will or not. We all will know soon. When
we do, we’ll then kin is. if this school call
or cannot solve its problems.

Staff Comment

Tan Mail’
liy ISABEL

DURON

that he has not labored in vain.
is reading his column.

Editor:

couldn’t help

means that he has this- upper hand in the
race for A.S. supremacy. This is not a

Many Spartan Daily staff members reor another.
ceive fait mail at one
its know
II gives the reporter great

arrangement, according

rails and two letters, Wag
rittsisa State university and to
In resat cra
I
forsss fa
shsrw. The 20stssnUtu’ lint 11.1 hiss’ was lo include:
I. SJS marching Hand
8 to 9 minutes.
2. Athletic awards 5 minutes.
3. Piedmont Hills -minutes.
4. Reserve
I 1. to 2 minutes.
The 100 membeis of the Piedmont Hills

to make himself look good through projects and comments as president, though
he does run the risk of criticism. This

the school if he sloes run.

standing as to why we were there.

talent on the football team was used solely in
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Editor:

ning to attend the

standing

isms riot with anyway ? John llerz has al -

iii don’t like its %ery much.
Jeff. But we like too. liespect you. Sure
Its be 1.s. Pre-sslesit. loto Bill just

Marching Band were left

that are obvious and not so obvious. Bill
Langan as A.S. president i" in the position

end zone while:

game, I would like to state my position re-

, I knots

you v%aut

The Whole idea is autonomy. We are a
group. We can handle our own problems,
but instead we play games, we play politics,

Team Supported

can’t make it. Get someone else. maybe.
There’s just no way yost can "out liberaliz.e

So come on oter. Bill. Fla% e

has.. Its ruts aff.siti-t all the progress

we made 1.s -t tear.

reasonably sure that it can be good.

Football Team; Band

Bill? S ...... (Is like ,sonsesone who stands on

matt whereter possible.

Bill. lissis, iambi situt

mess.

No.

1/ear Jeff:

You’d

damn

a shame. too. because we all Call be

an example to the state and then the na-

Open Letter to Bill Langan

I 1.1-11.1

Iles

San Jose State are respected.

Guest Room

enough.

Today it is truer than eser.
Student got eminent is a

Stanford have all featured an offensive lineup loaded with Black talent.

Earlier in the season Coach McMullen
stated that he was utilizing the talent of
the players to the advantage of the team.
It seems to me that offense traditionally has
been the stellar point of the Black athletes.
As a reference the coach might check the pro
line-ups of some of the major colleges USC,
Ohio State, Purdue, to name a few. Wyoming,
SJS’ next foe, reportedly has several Blacks
in their starting line-up. Of course, we don’t
know if they’ll play offensively, but even
Coach Eaton, racist that he is, recognizes and
utilizes talent properly. Why not at San Jose
State?
In closing, I’d like to say to Coach McMullen, "Did you enjoy the performance of Buchanan. Malone, etc. of Arizona State? If you
really want to win, Coach, you’d better wake
up and stop featuring line-ups that look like
the University of Mississippi or Alabama."
Bear Bryant has most of the good white
offensive talent, and in spite of it, Ws losing,
too!
Coach McMullen, soul is needed in your
backfield.
James Andrews,

titto;

Someone out there appreciates the hours
of work, three hours a day, five days a
week the reporter contributes for three
snuill units to the Spartan Daily.
When a reporter writes a story on a
subject to which any one person who reads

he sensitive, he tries his
darmlest to lie objective.
When he writes a staff ..... mem, the

the article might

reporter reserves the right to express Isis
own opinion. ’lie opinion is not always
respected and fan mail sent to the reporter
is not alw-ays congratulatory.
I have receivesl one such "fan letter."
I have just one complaint. It is unf ortunate
that this courageous soul who took it upon
himself to criticize the reporter, has not
the courtesy to state the reason for the
comlemnation, or more conspicuously, not
to sign his name.

Guest Articles
The Daily will consider and is seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest Rooms from SJS students and faculty members on matters affecting the campus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Marsha Green, Daily Associate Editor, between 2 and 9:30 p.m. in the
Daily Office, JC208. Final decisions on use of
guest articles are reserved to the Editor.

Guest copy should be typed double spaced

011 a .10-s1saee line.
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AMA Enters National Competition
The S.1S chapter of the American Marketing Association will
sponsor a team in the Michigan
State University Marketing
Club’s seventh

Daily photos by Don Philby
This stairway runs up the inside of Tau Delta Phi’s Tower Hall.
Tradition says that no woman has ever set foot on the stairway.
The stairway is the only way in and the only way out.

This is a view from the too floor of the Tower. It gives you an
idea of what the chair looks like from the inside. TOR initiation
was carried out in this now abandoned room.

The Great Red Mystery Strikes Again!
By !WARTY PASTULA
Daily Staff Writer
What’s that red chair doing
outside the fifth floor window
of Tower Hall?
At the beginning of each semester a red chair is mounted
on a red plank extended from
the Tower Hall window. This
masks the beginning of rush, and
the chair remains up during this
period for Tau Delta Phi, men’s
honorary fraternity.
Tau Delta Phi is the oldest
honorary fraternity on the San
Jose State campus. It was established in 1916. Men students with
a grade point average of 3.0 or
higher are eligible for membership. Presently, they have a
membership of 45.
Since 1927, the group has used
the top three floors of the Tower
as its meeting place, and for 36
years it has occupied the myster-

ious chambers inside the SJS
Tower,
Dr. Thomas W. MacQuarrie,
college president in 1927, gave
the fraternity exclusive use of the
Tower.
The fraternity used the Tower
until 1963, 53 years after its
construction, when it was deemed
unsafe. Cracks in the ceiling and
window archways were noted,
and it was reported that the
amount of mesh reinforcing the
walls was less than required by
the State Division of Architecture.
So the Tower was closed, and
the men of Tau Delta Phi were
forced to look for a new meeting
place. They moved to the attic
of a residence on Fifth and Margaret Streets.
Although the Tower has been
closed, much of its tradition remained. For instance, since it
was built in 1910, no females had

Dance Class Presents
’Ethnic Studio Hour’
The dance production class in
the Women’s Physical Education
department presented an "Ethnic
Studio Hour" Wednesday night.
The purpose of the studio hour
was for the class to get used
to producing dances in preparation for the Spring Dance Concert. They present studio hours
each month for this purpose.
The Dance department chose
ethnic dances because they felt
the best way to understand people is to learn about them. The
Studio Hour consisted of dance

Ombudsman Seeks
Student Assistance
Ralph

Poblano, SJS ombuds-

man, needs help. The racial and
ethnic survey cards submitted by
students during the summer sit
gathering dust in Poblano’s office.
He asks that students willing
to help count and compile information valuable both to the student and to Poblano’s office
should see him in Barracks 9.
Poblano explained that he was
not allyorated any work funds to
hire student help but hoped students would contribute some time
to the project.

FROM EUROPE
One Way

Charter Jet
ii

I,, San

Suglut

Flights
Francisco

4, 8. and 15

limited number of
spares are available for
faculty. staff. students of
the California State Colleges

Fare: $225 one way
For information:
Office of International Programs
TIn’1:alifornin Slate Colleges
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, California 94132
14111 469.1044

ever been allowed in),) the Tower.
For as long as any I raternit y
member can recall, it has been art
established [rad it it
that the
most solemn 111w taken by all
members is. "What is said in the
Tower stays in the T.ovel.- That
is why il
find
out about the
ritual

interna-

NEW YOR K

$135

LONDON

$249

7-ELEVEN STORES
OPEN 7am to 12 pm
,

o -

11th AND SAN
292-9105

WI AND SAN SALVADOR
287-2926

CARLOS

Both 7 -Eleven Food Stores have:

Opett..5

ICE COLD BEER AND POP

FRESH
SLUR

SANDWICHES FOR

LUNCH

HOT COFFEE AND DONUTS
PEES ---(THE GREATEST MIXER
KEG BEER

EVER)

WdaY

HAVE LUNCH FOR 5(:)

SJS Drama Dept. Presents

Both stores will display Art Work
For Site by a student --FREE

There will be a 36’ by 2 1/2,
advertising area open to both
the Art and Drama DepartmentsTIME

Gil. Slums’ Classic Comedy
919 VALUABLE COUPONE

Cae-liar zo. Cleopatra
SJS STUDENTS

GENERAL ADMISSION

RESERVATIONS

$1.00

$2.00

294-6414 EXT. 2600

I sa-u-a-a-re
would like
an ice-cream
cone

SANDWICH

N
T’S

6th Street
Store
ONLY
ih
IwI

AND

SLURPEE

ONLY 50 0
with this coupon

W9,9%
(1Ot size)
11th Street
Store
ONLY

ihr1:11.rININI3

o socket
to it.

Howard’s Crystal Creamery
7th & Santa Clara
7 A.M. tiI 10:30 P.M.
Tues. thru Sun.

THIS CAN GUYON
HEAD TOGETHER
Lead your own life.
Enjoy it.
Don’t let life let you down
because of a silly headache. Happiness is as far
away as an Anacin’ bottle.
Anacin is twice as strong
in the specific pain reliever doctors recommend most as the other
well known extra strength
tablet.
Anacin may not bend
your mind, but it sure will
get your head together.

The first organizational meet on this campus will be held this
weekend. All interested students,
any major, are invited to partici.
pale. For further information.
Dave Struck, 295-5568,
et tut
or attend the AMA meeting
Nov. 18.

tional intercollegiate marketing
competition and conference, it
was announced this week.
The simulation competition is
carried out by organizing teams
representing participating schools
and then having them simulate.
Jet Charter Flights
within a controlled environment,
the marketing operations of a
ROUND TRIP
hypothetical company.
RTN. JAN. 3
LV. DEC. 19
MSU uses the Sylvania MarRTN. JAN. 4
LV. DEC. 20
keting Management Simulation.
which deals exclusively with ma tROUND TRIP
keting functions and is focused
primarily on management deRTN. JAN. 4
LV. DEC. 19
THESE FLIGHTS ARE OPEN TO STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF,
cisions at the regional or district
EMPLOYEES AND THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILY
manager level.
The competition gets untlerwa
0
For Reservation Information Phone (41 5 ) 392-8513
each fall when the format of thc
MAIL TODAY FOR FREE FLIGHT INFORMATION
simulation is outlined to each 0 Charter Flights
team’s advises’.
utr, Market St.. San Francisco 94103
For purposes of the simulation,
Please mail me information for flight
the participants are regarded as ,
Name
a new team of managers, brought
Address
in to operate the hypothetical
Phone
company. As the company is a
State
telelehteDelettieetlAettete.soWlete’s0S440.Aetettoletstettets
going concern, the new manage_

the Tau Dolts used in initiating
their pledges.
One of the fraternity’s projects
during the past semester was
publishing the Tower List, which
compiled student rating of professors. The list is now on sale
at the Spartan Bookstore and on
Seventh Street. Price is $1.

Itt. 21, 25, 29, 30, 31, Nov. 1
8: IS I’M.
College Theater

demonstrations from other cultures, performed by the foreign
students.
Eight countries were represented: Paul Asia and Shakuko
Agana from Japan; George Cristos, Sam Photopoulos and Steve
Sahinos from Greece; Marilyn
Naku from Tahiti; Carolyn Suhuski from Hawaii; Cidolina
Cardoso and Company from Portugal; Nikki Mulkavich from Yugoslavia; Melinda Moreno from
Spain; and the Balkan Dance
Club performed a Balkan dance.
After all of the dancers performed the Balkan Dance Club
taught the audience a dance. The
studio hour was presented in the
round so the complete audience
could participate.
At the end of all of the dancing
one member of each country
helped break the colorful Pinata
that was centered over the dance
floor. Before people left they all
got to sample its contents.
The next studio hour will be
Nov. 19 and the subject will be
jazz.

annual

I LW compressed into the
aiber-April competition Ws

mesa sz, pro% cast a litsto0 ,t1 she
company’s operations for the previous year, along with other financial and marketing information needed for the development
and implementation of continuing
marketing plans.
With the aid of the isimputer,
It ,/,; the
time is telescoped
simulation. This ill, is tidy a
It1..11 operafull year of h

ACTUAL
SIZE

If you were always near a socket
when you needed a shave, that
would be one thing.
But you aren’t.
You’re all over the place.
So you need a shaver that goes where
It’s happening.
A shaver like the brand-new battery operated Norelco Cordless 20B.
With floating heads that fit the curves
of a man’s face.
And self -sharpening blades inside those
floating heads that shave close and smooth
PAST/344N
HEADACHE
COlDS
/BODY AEI/EP
ACHE
/NEURALGIA

Alotc[sic
ftBips

every day. The Norelco unique rotary action keeps the blades sharp while it
strokes off whiskers. Every time you shave.
The Norelco Cordless gives you close
shaves anywhere. Up 10 30 days of shaves
on only 4 penlight batteries.
Handsomely styled in jet black and
chrome, there’s even a mirror inside the
cap. So you can see what you’re shaving.
And it’s small enough to fit your pocket.
Very self -sufficient.
All ready to sock 11 10 your beard.

Note/co

Even on .beard like yours.
01969 North American Philips Corporation, 100 East 42nd Street, New York,

N.Y. 10017

21 1060

etii..bii
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LEADING PLAYERS IN G. B. SHAW’S CLASSIC

Cherrie Curry To Play in Concert
directs the An t loch Baptist
Church Choir in S2411 .hk4e.
After receRing her Bachelor’s
degree in Fine Arts at the I. versify of Omaha in 1%9
I !is a piano ins!’ ucyears prior to hi,
,ddinent in 1968.
She did graduate work at the
l’aiversity of Colorado and is
presently a student of Aike Omshi, also a member of the SJS
Music Dept. faculty.
Miss Curry has presented ma*
I, and has accompanied
,ausical groups in Ne-

A special piano recital will ’
presented by Clierrie Curry, S.; Music instruetor. on Tuesdii:.
Oct. 28, at 8:15 p.m. in Come:
Hall.
Select ions lea t tired by M :ss
Cully will include: Toccat,, in D.
major, by Bach: Impromptu in
A flat major, Op. 29. N., 1: ER/ ie
in C sharp, minor Ito
’V 7:
Impromptu in F
36, No. 2: and Ern
Op. 25. No. 12 all I
Also on the program will
La Cathedrale Engloutie. ly Debussy; Passacitglia, by Oipland
and Studes symphoniques, Op. I:::
by Schumann.
Miss Curry instruct; piano. aecompinies the Opera Wortr,hee
,nil
the

ts t he general eho
. D..polm.To

CHERRIE CURRY
p.anist

-

111MillillIMEN11111311111

thi SJS Pep Band which per I ’ilis at all home Spartan basket silt games.
Interested musicians may contact Ron Raines in Hal Belden
at ex. 2626 or 2382 or in Music
105 to arrange a time for the tryouts.
Formal pep band try-outs were
held earlier this week. According to Larry Marks, band manage!, there are still it few spots
open and the special try-euts are
being held for students who
weren’t aware of the try -out
nights.
Male and female vocalists may
also try -out for this year’s pep
band.

,s
ATALFI4

7t it
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III 01.019
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8 p.m. to 2 a.m.?

Admission $2.50

lime will
A
be held he\I Tues.I
afternoon
from 2-,;:11,1 ill the Collo:re Union
Room Ballroom
Loma

ART FILMS

SHAW INTERNATIONAL THEATRES

CONE m

Free Concert

"Fritz" et ill provide the music
for this first -ever dance-concert

NOW PLAYING
EXCLUSIVE

A;38ANK

552 S. BASCOM AVE.

in the Vnion.

295-7238
The Protest in Chicago during 1968
Democratk Convrntion comes alive on
the screen in "Medium Cooi"
,.
beyond the
’ ’’ !

THEATRES
lirSYUFY
San Jose’s Luxury
Eatertainmen. Cente

age of innocence...
-. .- into the
, ase of awareness

- --7-’-- ’

..diUM
COCti

MOONLITE
MOVO

AUTO
"A lyric, tragic song of the

e-, Hied
denal
through the Associated Student
Body rind is open to the public.
Admission is free Parking is
permitted in the college lots near
the Music Building.

Music Department
Still Auditioning
Band Candidates

"TAKE
THE MONEY
AND NUN’,

PLAZA II

1 HI

STUDIO

road!"4th TURBULENT
...

WEEK!

PIPSIt
4.11,.<ted

ii

Pererf011tIA
$113010

WOODY ALUM I

comedy". /

,11/1/11 \it I

rails for "The Visit." the
sei aid major production of the
SIS drama season, will. be held
Monday and Tuesday of next
week.
On Monday auditions are scheduled at 3:30 p.m. in the Acting
Lab SD 226. and at 7:30 p.m. in
Studio Theatet . Tuesday they will
be held at 3:30 in the Acting Lab.
Scripts are available in the drama
office.

CHIN 12 IS

"rib Alt
ecracking

NOW

Play Auditions
Start Next Week
For ’The Visit’

!

MOONLIT(

ROI 12 IS

Shaw satire. New feature in the play will be the
use of a makeup designer with research done
at the Rosicrucian Museum (pictured above.)

THE SPHINX ON THE LEFT is Cherie Weinert,
star of San Jose State’s production of "Caesar
and Cleopatra." Edwin Barron (on the right,
not in the center) stars as Caesar in the G. B.

Rded
Ceor Cn 171,
Us11;)
1
-ANYONE
CAN PLAY"

OW (Ina I I/
MIN all if
Cal tilt
"NE YOUNG
RUNAWAYS ’

wrCeOreerWOOOCOOCIOOOCK

Nesaesarand Cleopatra
To Open Here Tonight

WE RENT TELEVISION
stereo
color

b&w

Immediate Delivery

The queen of the Nile and her
majestic consort will launch San
Jose State’s drama season tonight.
"Caesar and Cleopatra," George
Bernard Shaw’s satire, will open
in the College Theatre at 8:15.
Originally written in 1896,
"Caesar and Cleopatra" was not
given a full production until 1906
because the settings required
were so elaborate. San Jose
State’s production will have a
fairly elaborate setting, but it
will be a unit set that will remain
throughout the play.
Miss Elizabeth Loeffler, professor of drama. will direct the
play. She says the reason she
chose this play to present is because it has never been done here
before and it is an interesting
one. This play presents a different aspect of Cleopatra than most
people’s concept. "Caesar and
Cleopatra" will emphasize Caesar’s maturity and Cleopatra’s

A unique feature of San Jose
292-3457
1850 W. San Carlos
Slate’s production of this Orr%
Wel
..e...CIVZO:e.07.4C/30000001200c.4
will be the use of a makeup designer. Donna Federico, senior 1
drama major at SJS, has designed 11 A gaudy, highly polished gem .. dazzling to look at, the Broadway
smash hit with a bright tuneful score ..
blazing with color and
the makeup for the actors. When
wry fun.
Stanley Eichelboom, S.F. Exrniner
asked why this play required it
makeup designer when one has
not been used in the past, Miss
Federico replied, "There is a
A PROVOCATIVE MUSICAL!
great uniformity of style reNATIONAL TOURING
quired in this show, and this is
COMPANY OF SO
only possihle when one person
doe’s the makeup:*
One Pfm Only
Mon., Nov. 3 at 8:30
Miss Federico will not actuall
CIVIC AUD., SAN JOSE
apply the makeup, however. Thi
Tickets: 56.50, $5.50, $4.50, $3.50, $2.50
actors will do their own, but thej
Now On Sale At
will follow makeup charts its.
WENDELL WATKINS
signed for them. :mil will %via I, 1
BOX OFFICESHERMAN CLAY
under the supervision of thi
50 NO. WINCHESTER BLVD.
makeup crew.
Phone: 296-7866
In researching the makeup ol
BROADWAY’S
BIG
MUSICAL
SMASH!
the era, Alis Federico spent a lot
p
of time at the Egyptian Museum
.--------.-It seems that the Fgypii:ms actually used it great deal of ,

youth.

Invites.

Since Shaw plays often tend to
become too long. Miss Loeffler
has had to do it lot of editing and
cutting. As she puts it, "The object is to not only cut nut words,
but to shape the play so that
none of the meaning is lost. The
most important thing is to keep
the same essence that the playwright intended."

SI 21 I* Cherie Weiner as Cleopatra and Edwin Barron as Caesar. Performances are
at 8:15 tonight and tomorrow.
and Wednesday through Saturday of neYt week Tickets are

pjlnpirT

Presenting:

plt, still

$1 for students and S2 gonerai
admission. They can he bought
in the Box Office or at the door if
there are any

krt.

THETA XI
NEA coNcEVT IN
FR \TER

\l. oiRG 1NIZ1TIoN

246-3629

CENTURY 21

ADULTS ONLY!

SAN )0SE

’
I PLUS Ist RUN CO -HIT I

Michel:A York "The Strange Affair"

IN E MA

FRI. & SAT.

ltIRBANK

552 S. bASCOIN AVE.

60 \Vest

MIDNITE

lUlttif
. gill ,.M,4’
246-3629

2i5-7238

TOWNE

THEATRE

9th EXCLUSIVE

1433 THE ALAMEDA
SAN JOSE
297-3060

CENTURY 22

AMT. To FURTHER YoUR
Sall CallOS SI.. Sall Jose

Pleasant Dining
breakfast ... lunch ... dinner
7 a.m. to 10 im ( \lon.-Sat.)

3:i5- 5:30- 7:45 & 10 P.M.

Shows at 1.0 :

’ ito
,
. .
4:
4
-

An

,
4.:.Arz .

’

1,...

\

THEATR2

PARTY ’ 7 P M
FROM I P.M

At)

.
IhTif

SARATOGA ,;
’

Char-Broiled

-.

.,4

.
k

NIGHTLY

..

i

t’1t
%

2)inirty Speciafiliei

OU

.

14502 BIG BASIN WAY
SARATOGA
1167-3026

HAWAII 8)0 CONTINUOUSLY
SUNDAY ONLY

4
4’4

(PLUS) PETER SELLERS ’ THE PARTY"

Char-Broiled Toil Sirloin Steak
Pan Broiled Loin Halibut Steak with Chef Sauce
Grilled Ham Steak with Glazed Pineapple Bing

WIDE
SC Ft ELI,

10% Discount

e
TO

San

Jose

State College sholents. facultv

members.

1

246-3629

r.

CENTURY 24
SAN JOSE

11111I

TO ADV.%NcE BY BEING .

MEMBER oF

.1 YOUNG. GRoWING oRGANIZATION

9ou intereaed?
Then contact T II l’’l’: XI fraternity
1T So. 11th St.. .114. 2. S.J.

Steak

246-3629

STEREOPHONIC SOUNE2
METROCOLOR

JULIE ANDREWS
MAX VON SYDOW
RICHARD HARRIS
..
. :;;..,-,

Yi,r1,

CENTURY 23
SAN JOSE

THROUGH GROVI) \ssociAT1ON

ScHol,\STIC l’iloGRESS

SAN JOSE

WEEK

CHANCE To FURTHER loll;

leeilall Pa n

ACTRESSIi.
MU MAO

FRI. & SAT.

Claire

EDUC.TioN

BEST 4
LeVINNEf0-

Underground Films From Dawn Under (Australia)
FEATURE AI BIF THroi,
PAARINETTI" COLOR
Al From Australia
Plus 5 Short Filn-s
MIDNITE

Sainte

ACADEMY AWARD

their guests

(Bring your student identification cart))
Free Parking in the Sainte Claire garage

Come to our
GET ACQUAINTED RECEPTIONS
Thursday, October 23
Friday, October 24
3.30-5:30
Almaden Room
New Student Union

SAUlt MliNTD
Reagan has proclaimed today as
United Nations Day in California
in what a press aide said Wilti
routine ’, tluc
The proclamation, issued Oct.
17, was in complianee with a leg -

SUM
9:45
ii

.1.7)

Nation -Wide Poll Indicates
Veterans’ College Majors

1 t,l11.1(.6:.
siud Ed (..ray.
a-niste press secretary to the
Rtpublican governor.
Reagan derlined to proclaim a
U.N. Day last year because the
legislature (lidn’t adopt a U.N.
Day resolution.

4k ha

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 26
-History Pre.vritten"
Ntrofv nil /ionic/ und H,, tqatilm

I’.s

(BOTH

SPECIAL

First Baptist Church
&

Son

Dr. Clarence R. Sands
Pastor
Barry Keiser.
Minister to Collegians

College Dept (Spartan Tii-C)
9:45 a.m.
Morning Seminar
5:45 p.m.
Evening Forum
Tr; C

8149

3rd & San Antonio

First Immanuel
Lutheran Church
And
Student Center
Lutheran Church
Missouri Synod
374 South 3rel
294.7033

VENNI"

Sunday Services at 8:15, 9:30 and 11 a.m.
2 Blocks From Campus
College Discussion Group
Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m.
Herbert P. Schroeder, Pastor
Richard W. Collin, Vicar

g
e& J)’I)c

NO DRIVERS REFUSEDFILINGS MADE
LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS

Antonio

8:30 & 11 a.m. Morning
Worship
7 p.m.
Evening Service

& th

AUTOMOTORCYCLESRENTER’S

CSCSPA Announces
New Officers’ Names
Nevv officers for the California
State College Student Presidents
Association t CSCSPA I were anSteve
yesterday by
nounced
Lieurance, CSCSPA coordinator.
The organization’s new executive secretary is John Men, 21,
senior in the New College program. Merz has served on student
council as a sophomore and junior
representative. Presently, MC1z
is a student member of Academic
Council and chairman of the
Statewide Academic Affairs Assembly. His capacity in CSCSPA
will be the representation of the
organization and the administrative responsibilities for the operation of the headquarters office.
Another new office holder for
CSCSPA is Ed Crouch, 22. senior
public relations major, who assumes the position of communications director. Crouch is presently
employed by a local public relations agency, and was the managing editor of the West Valley
Junior College vecspaper.
The new research director is
Rene Welti, 21. senior business
management rnajor. Weld has 1

FREE
4.07)

Doughnut and
Coffee

PICTURED are the dedicated
members of CSCSPA, from
left to right are: Rene Welti,
Lois Dickinson, John Merl,
Steve Lieurance (sifting), Mary
Ellen Rubin and Ed Crouch.

CSCSPA’s new secretaries are
Mary Ellen Rubin, 23, occupaBonal therapy major and Lois 1
Dickinson, 20, junior social service major.

Sertoma Club of Palo %Ito Charity Benefit
NI A . 1
OCT. 31 -- S
2 PERFORMANCES ONLY NIGHTLY AT 9:30
\
1, F I I\
kl 1)1
\I
Tickets $4.50 $3.50
$2.50

San Jose Box Office 912 Town & Country Village

TUESDAY LUNCHEON AND PROGRAM AT 1:30
JONAH’S WAIL
300 SOUTH

10th

litOg lintig0St
Join the fun at our

Tijuana Taco Fj)

Fiesta
Grande

This weekend

Fridav Noon
through Sunda Night
* MARVEbOUS
MEXICAN FOOD
* MUSIC BY ZAPATIVS
ST RObbI NO
MARIACHI BAND

Open Daily
served anytime

Special rates on 5 don. or
more on 24 hr. notice
Also, danish pastries

Phone 246-1160 Open Mon.-Fri. 10-5:30 Sat. 10-3

a r-Proi ted

STREET

MEER/

7 A.M. to 10 P.M.

lunch een cpecid

tiEsnot
511151 II,. I. 51.11-.

Dinner

Donut & Bakery Shop
=4
478 S. 10th Street

Breakfast

N. Y. STEAK 1.39
WIN A
MEXICAN FIESTA
PARTY FOR 25
Sign up any time during our
Fiesta Grande for a chance to
win a Mexican Fiesta party in your

SVEDEN STEAK HOUSE
1310 Auzerais

right behind Sears Shopping Center
OPEN 11:00 - 8:30 DAILY

I

3

LJ

FIESTA SPECIAI, A FREE TACO

own home with a mariat hi hand,
food from
Tijuana Taco and t lean -up crew.

I

111,11111,11.

offvr

WITH ALL YOU CAN _EAT
SALAD BUFFET

El

C:=3
OW

GARLIC BREAD

TELEPHONE
2719-4141
10:141 SO. WHITE HD.
\ N JOSE.

.17ttisoho
I u10 551 \I

I I :00 A.M. United Ministry and Lutheran
Followed at 7:00 by
6:00 P.M. Episcopal

CHARLIE’S
Wales( Of the original. lett Orleaos-.Jatt Rands

INSUR.

HEALTHLIFE

AT THE CHAPEL OF RECONCILIATION

served as upper division student
council representative and WaS a
member of Delta Sq..m.la Phi fraternity. Welti will assume the
responsibilities of researching individual problem areas as they
pertain to individual member
schools in the CSCSPA (California State Colleges’.

Fri., Sat., or Sun.
if you bring
this ad to:

BAKED POTATO

9

Nmitt ranee _Aden t
RATES FOR UNDER 25’s

_ Kati - ,V)If

For the complete collegiate experience
...,c,rship this Sunday at

2nd

(If this I.Trlup, 31 per cent chose
businoss and commerce. 14.5 per
cent education and 11 per cent
engineering.
Next in order were the life
sciences ’agriculture. biological,
medical and hetalthi, under nine
per cent: technical courses. less
than eight per cent and social
sciences, under eight per cent.
Business was also popular
among veterans who trained in
schools below the college level.

’0,1,1 ut%el.:runs
A n’’"""
.11.-ge during the
%vim enteied
!list ’hr.,’ year. id the current
G.I1 hill in iirates that while almost half enrolled as freshmen,
.cout one in five enntlled for a
master sot’ Ph.D. degree.
Aerordin’t to the Veterans Administration report Itased on a
thie-i-year period ending June 30.
I 169, mimic than half of the GI
colls..ge students indicateil their
I eld cl sttUb

inning Forum
"Rptionalixing Sex Behavior IN TRI-C BLDG., 3rd & SAN ANTONIO)
All -City Sing 9
p.m. at 1496 Minnesota Ave.
31- No. 2 Itetreat at Reikoorl Christian Park
1,111.

4PARTAN DAILT.-8

Friday. Oetnher 24. InAA

Gov. Reagan Proclaims ’U.N. Day’

I

all
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BREAK THE MESTA PINATA
The traditional Fiesta Piriata
filled with candy and surprise gifts.
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TACO
TOSTADA
HIIrIOLES
CHILIBURGER

DRIVE-THRU PICK-UP OR EAT IN OUR PATIO

Tkluana Taco
844 SO. WINCHESTER BLVD.. SAN JOSE

(
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SJS Soccer Invitational Opens Tonight
KEN I.UTHY
Daily siports Writer
If Coach Julie Menendez Sisal tan soxer squad is to captuie
this year’s San Jose State Soccer
Invitational, it will have to da it
heating the
the hard way . .
top contenders.
The Spartans will fare a rugged
’hi’
Air Force A. I
nitht’s 9 a

the l’n vorsity a San Francis,,,
Santa Clara match slated for 7
p.m
Currently ranked tenth In the
nation. Air Force has compiled a
6-0-1 record so far and presents
a tough physical offensive attack
and a stingy defense. The Falcons
have allowed an average t 1.5
points p.m* game and hted
/.
one ididd ic
Ming

In last season’s NCAA quarterfinal match in Colorado. the
Spartans squeezed out a 1-0 victory. It will probably take more
than one goal tonight for the No.
1 tankel booters to advance to
the final.
It the Spartans do get past the
Falcons. USF will most likely be
waiting for them in Saturday’s
9 p.m. championship game.
The hilltoppers, always a soc-

cer power. rate as solid favorites
over Santa Clara’s Broncos in
tonight’s 7 p.m. game. The Dons
have rolled to seven consemtive
wins and present even more impressive statistics than Air Force.
Santa Clara’s record is 4-2-2.
USE’ has scored 52 goals in its
seven wins for an average of 7.5
a game. Even more significant is
the Don defensive record. Coach
Steve Negoesoo’s squad has five
shutouts to its credit while the

ship in 1966 and the West Coast
Intercollegiate Soccer Conference
title in 1965 and 1966. The Dons
were 11-3 in 1968, only the second
time in 15 years they lost more
than twice in one season.
The Spartans meanwhile are
trying fur their third consecutive

opposition has scored a meager
four goals in seven games against
Don goalie, John Comachu. He is
SJS’ A’ coach. Henry Comacho’s
brother.
Coach Menendez of the Spartans calls USF -a very skillful
team that plays more like we
do.- Like SJS. USF has numerous
foreign players, 10 in all, and
has fashioned spectacular reeuill,
itvid the past few years.
ss’i di the NCAA c’hazltI ion.

eonterence

haelng

won

in

THE GREAT
SKI SWAP

. The Spartans’ Joe Pimentel
"We build ’em bigger!"

title.

1964 in addition to ’67 and ’68.
They are ahro trying to improve
on their 13-2 mark of last year
and third -place NCAA finish.
Tonight’s winners meet in the
title game tomorrow at 9 p.m.
with the consolation game set for
7 o’clock. Student admission both
nights is 75 cents.

Ill
- - NELL TRADE
oi FR 35.11(H) shl ITEMS TO CHOOSE FROM

4

AND

OKTOBERFEST
Saturday, October 25, Noon ’til Midnight
Expo Hall, Santa Clara Fairgrounds
EXHIBITS FREE SKI MOVIES DANCING
FREE PARKING DOOR PRIZES
Admission S 1 .511
.:’,.,,,,...,,clefirelttetarasleteslalefolatellototolgto~010421410424:442010424614-

IT’S ABOUT TIME

10186,11

Daily photo by

Chuck Showver

FOR:

Frosh Slate Big Test
Following a pair of victories
during which they scoted 79
points while allowing only eight,
the S tS frosh football squad is
expect to get a much more severe
test ti.day when the Spartababes
travel to ’net the University of
California frosh at Berkeley.
Kickoff Ls set for 3 p.m. with
the Spartababes, behind the running of Jim Lassiter. Joe Hicks

BIG BARNEYfi
That’s our exclusive double -deck hamburger with
two pure beef patties, on a 3 -piece bun, with cheese,
crisp lettuce, pickle, and our own special sauce.
It’s a

meal

in itself and

its delicious!

Where it’s fun to eat

et,!:

YES, VIRGIL, r
THERE IS
A
"TRAIL BOSS"

49’

s’! nErsoBABartm

kilo-

and Dale Knott and the quarterbacking of Gary Tomasso, ready
to deal the Cal Cubs their second
loss of the season.

$
vt
0,

UCLA edged the Cubs 21-20
last week but the Berkeley crew
is still expected to be much
tougher than the Spartababes’
previous competition, Fresno
State and Cal Poly (SM.

§
$
ss
s;

Although the Spartababes are
a bit short on players, carrying ;
only 21 on their roster, linemen f;
Pat Fee, Regan Tully, Bill Brown k
and Tom Borup have done a fine
job in the first two victories
while going both ways.

Brake
Oil change
Complete Motor Service

SILVA TEXACO
78

So. 4th, San Jose

295-8968
NEXT TO CLOSED SHELL
Serving State Students for 35 yrs.

GRODINS

It is a line of boots by
the famous ACME manufacturers
the Dean
of
bootmakers.
apthe

So it
much.

like

doesn’t

sound

But you don’t have to like
the name to FEEL their comfort, ADMIRE their masc,iline looks, and re Ay A;’PRECIATE their WEAR"
ITY and MANEUVERABILITY (ON or OFF campus).

’
y

Hi We’re New

FREE

ARNEY
BIG BONE

4lf

With the purchase of one BIG BARNEY at the regular price of 49e.
LIMIT I BIG BARNEY PER COUPON. One coupon per family at
on. time. Clip and present to RED BARN at 250 E. Santa Clara St.

Hey, Virgil, GET a pair
of BOOTS from us: and
NEVER get the BOOT again.

AVAILABLE IN:
size, 61.2 dirt(
itItlI

NAME
S

The particular pair
pearing here is called
"Ruff -Out."

12 & 13

li-1)-E

ADDRESS
OFFER EXPIRES OCT. 26, 1969
(
,

tilt forhiu

Food Service

SAVE 14.90!
SHOE WARDROBE SALE
24.95
24.95
Wing -tip Oxfords
Reg. 49.90

Strap-&-buckle Slip-Ons
01.er4hoviii,

YOU MAY WIN A FREE
DINNER WITH THIS COUPON

Wortiligniciit

3

now
--.5)10/19
218 W. Santa Clara
San Jose

You like both styles. You
need both styles. Walk off
with both and save! Other
combinations available ...
ask about them!

ALMADEN FASHION PLAZA
VALLEY FAIR CENTER
FASHION CENTER
SAN ANTONIO CENTER FREMONT
Shop Monday thru Friday nights plenty of free parking

Friday, October 24.
-

DANCE
ORPHAN EGG
THROMMORTON

HI

219 SO FIRST ST.
PH. 294-2011

NOV. 8
SJS WOMEN’S GYM

8:30-12:30
$1. DONATION
."."""14:05414.449.4:4444:4144444.1.41444.4V,A4V,,,,e,:::4:0014WA

By &t:VIN 10)1 IA;
Daily spurts 1.5111 or

LARAMIE.

CI At".
Indians, the- SJS Spartan footi,11
team may have a long cold 10.
in Laramie Saturday when thcj
tackle the University of Wyoming.
Utah, San Diego and Stanford
all Indians of different sorts
have handled the Spartans easily this season and according to
coach Joe McMullen the Cowboys arc the best team we’ve
faced this season."
The Pokes are nationally
known for their defense which
has been the main reason behind
then perfe,t 3-0 record and No.
13 spot in the national polls.
Wyoming’s offense has been
put in low gear since the dismissal of 14 blacks for "political
demonstrations on campus" by
coach Lloyd Eaton, but that
hasn’t kept them from scoring
points, as they registered 40
against Brigham Young last week.
"Their philosophy is defense and
WYI /.

I

tilt‘

boys are as hostile as the

eaterwise
Otir pritei ore nol cnrilaiiilic in ’,alum,

NEW RELEASES
LED ZEPPELIN
$3.19
JOE COCKER
$3.19

the final score was 39-3.
The Spartan offensive at tai.tl
will have to overcome the spot
duty by Frank Slaton, Jaj
(Toad) Fischer and Mike Seri% ner if they plan on moving the
ball.
Slaton and Scrivner
both
running backs -- have bad ankles, but should see action.
"We’ll have to get good blocking from our offensive line and
then just try to fool them," said
offensive backfield mentor John
Maekovic.

to put pressure on the opponents offense," was how offensive
line coach Bob Grattkau summed
up the Cowboys’ performance.
"The first four times I3YU had

Radio
The S11).: - %%)iminp,- fault hall
game will
lortiadrast lis If
011
Kitt:1’4’M 11111.7) beginning- at 12:1.1 pill. Bud
will call the al or, 01l11 JI11111
Chilfteit

111/P111114

tile

1.11111r

the ball, th,

Wyontir44

NEW FLEETWOOD MAC
AND
NEW FRANK ZAPPA
ROTH $2.52
-.Slupporl ge new economic MOIVIII CI! t Of
ownersii
to

S
E. Sao legman&
28S-8303

6

For a coach whose team currently has a 2-6 record, San Diego
State water polo pilot Mike Gerry is a rather optimistic soul.
GerrY’s Aztecs clash with the
Spartans at 8 p.m. in an important Pacific Coast Athletic Association match in Spartan pool.
Gerry, whose club also played
Fresno State late last night and
is scheduled to meet UOP tomorrow, noted that "I’m really looking forward to the trip. I’m confident we can beat all three
schools."
However, the Spartan poloists
will be doing their best to make
Gerry eat theme words. A victory
would boost SJS’ conference recrod to 3-0.
Coach Lee Walton’s crew had
their best offensive efforts of the
year last weekend while taking
two of three contests.
They exploded for 31 goals
while allowing 18 in victories
over Chico State and Cal Poly
Pomona. The Spartans played
relatively well in an 8-6 loss to
Stanford despite losing stars Bill
Get dts and Craig Sprain on fouls
in the third period.
Spartan goalie Mike Runnels

BOB MANN’S

SAN JOSE
HEALTH
CLUB
will tailor a
program just
for YOU

turing

/01/

/11/.0S

BLUES?

Fea-

them.

forced a fumble, pass interception and another fumble for two
tecdees and a field goal in the,
opening minutes."
Grattkau also explained that
the offense isn’t that bad either
- -they’re just not as good as
the defense. He cited an earlier
Wyoming victory over Colorado
State. The Cowboys wele ahead
13-3 with three minutes left and

354 E. Campbell Aye.,
Campbell

For students, faculty, staff,
employees and their
immediate families
NO MEMBERSHIP FEE

Clip This Coupn And Bring With You
For a Saving

EUROPE $249
Oakland London
Round Trip
Lv. Dec. 19 - Rat. Jan. 3

NEW YORK $139
Oakland New York
Round Trip
Lv. Dec. it?

Ret. Jn. 3

NOW BOOKING!

SUMMER CHARTERS

$179 to $299
Many departure dates. Phone or
write for schedules, applications,
details.
Contact Prof. David Mage at
(408) 293-1033 or

also had numerous tine moments
last weekend and will be counted
on to halt the high-scoring Don

T-M TRAVEL AGENCY
60 N. FIRST ST., S.J., CA. 95113

Abshear.

3o XEROX COPIES NO

MINIMUM

7 colors PLUS
Collating
Satisfaction guaranteed FREE
legal and 3 hole punch paper at no extra cost. 100% Rag
bond for thesis at 1 r per sheet extra.

also
ERROR FREE TYPING SERVICE on our new IBM MT/ST typethesis, term papers, resumes.
writer for all your typing needs

tOlueTE

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS
Become involved in

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
MARKETING MANAGEMENT
MULTIPLEX
MICROWAVE
DATA
LENKURT ELECTRIC, located on the
beautiful Sari Francisco Peninsula, is
the largest independent producer of
Communications Transmission Systems.
Lenkurt is an equal opportunity
employer.

ON -CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS
OCTOBER 23 & 24
Contact Placement Office
to arrange appointment

44/V111/RT ELECTRIC

GNOMON COPY SERVICE
484 E. San Carlos (between 10th & I I th Sts.)

GENERALTELF:I’l IONE & EI.F4 HUMUS
1106 County Road, San Carlos, Calif. 94070

287-7550

Are you
GOOD
enough
for this
job?

Representing:
PACIFIC TELEPHONE
WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
SANDIA CORPORATION
BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES
A.T. & T. LONG LINES AND
OPERATING COMPANIES
THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES
An Equal Opportunity Employer

295-9910

if lib hip

it on over with your own record or tapes, we’d dig hearing

sir up in the Placement Offen
OCTOBER 23 AND 24

413 E. SANTA CLARA

I’M Ill( WWI 1) I IN..
HT,. I’l II,/ /I, I/
PRICES
SUPER DISCOUNT

of records and tapes, as well as jam sessions on Sundays. Make

communications ind for aggressive coil
grad. Management Achievement Program gives you demanding job w respons to prove self in 1 yr; or OUT.
Must be upper 1/2 class, healthy, pass
test, show ledrshp qualtys. mtvation as
demstrd by schl achvmnts, willing to
move, work odd his on var of jobs, and
risk being fired if hvn’t made it at end
of 1 yr. The revads are grt if you do
make it!!!!

MEN OR WOMEN
STUDENT DISCOUNT

8 TRACK , . . $379
/ u:s.l sf/Il //1st ill

Jazz and Blues exclusively, we have a fantastic assortment

or you’re out.

FREE GUEST VISIT

4 TRACK

$2.98

DIG JAll?

Oppty to rise far and fast in exciting

Complete gym Reducing
Sauna room Body building
Sun Room
Physical Conditioning
Locker Service Corrective Exercise

1111) 11)1 It ON\ \
li’l RIDGE TAPE’S
()I IT I It mart: MCORDS

If Jazz or Blues are your bag, you’ll dig The Blue Note,

1 yr to make it,

Our expert personal instruction
can guide you in developing a well
rounded physique. Come in and
see our modern equipment and
complete weight room facilities.

nom I

parking validation

CHRISTMAS
JET CHARTERS

thttense

San Jose

I

THE BLUE NOTE

1.11111111011ifIrY.

SJS Poloists Meet
Upset-Minded SDS

Promotional copies to the
first ten people only

SAT. 10

SPARTAN RUT:V-7

Gridders’ Charley-Horses : MAKE
a
TAPE
Corral
ss Ride Into Pokes’

SPONSORED BY HILLEL FOUNDATION

HOURS: MON.-FRI. 11-6

1969

Visit Europe Free!
ili..Lit,t41:rg.a:4,717,:1:!..;!4;":,:’,.::’,44.1.’,,Sitg""’-"""""’"

1

11-SPARTAN TIMM’

Spartaguide

TODAY

For more ,olotnrohoo ...to col, or tea ,.151 (5011 r00000.r. 0.rsoor Do5rory, 1546
5..., Strer Soo lore Coldoro r 95 ,7,5011 210 51100

Home
Address
t. %lone

Iranian Students Assoelation.
1:30 p.m., to meet in College
Union. Room 337. General meeting. Al! students invited.
Jonah’s Wall Coffee Blouse, 8-12
300 S. 10th St. Mos ies, mucurrent
sic and discussion
events will be held. All students
welcome.

a

GET GASSED UP
AND
Collect 10 Times Blue Chip Stamps at

TROPICANA MONA WK
1620 Story Road

SJS Ski (’Iub, 7:30 p.m., to
meet in front of the PER building for trip to the lee }5, i1’ in
Sunnyvale.

Right Next to Lucky’s

Go down
to school
in a ship.

basket ball,
and badminton. All students usc
COMO,

SUNDAY
Alpha Lambda Delta, 4 p.m., at
clult president’s home. Call 2526582 for directions and further
information.
Foreign Student Council, 5
Bldg. BB, ild College Union, 2nd floor. Meeting will be
held each Sunday at the above
time. All students invited.
-

ExperimenUd College and Sang
ha Club, 7:30 p.m , to present :1
seminar on "Buddhism and Sell
Realization." To meet al 1098
corner of Newhall
Chapman
between the Alameda and Park
Ave. All students welcome.

SATURDAY

(Mende/

Hotel Mork Hopkins

You’ll be able to talk to
our representative and former
students. Also, slides will be
Shown.
Parents and friends cordially invited.
120.1%
L4C.

WORLD CAMPUS
AFLOAT,
CHAPMAN COLLEGE
Orange Caiitornia 92686

TWO 18 -HOLE COURSES

976 BLOSSOM HILL RD.

vw.tta

feeigeepoosea

tiqatee?

-

distinctive bridal sets from $100
rings May be purchased separately
91 SOUTH FIRST ST.

agti

225-0700
flAfttfranYggrfg

’11int

COUPON

CUP & SAVE rifitfrerff(rn

U.S. SURPLUS: Field Jackets, Combat
Boots, Bell Bottom Pants, Pea Coats, &
Camping Supplies. HIPPIE FASHIONS:
Furs, Leather & Suede Jackets, Velvet
Goodies. Jack & Pat’s 3rd Hand Store.
375 E. Hedding St. between 8th & 9th.
Hours 11.6. Closed Mondays.
STEREO GEAR Brand new. Will sell
for price I paid overseas. Save
over U.S. price. Call 274.1074.

ANNOUNCEMENTS ID

YONPROFIT FLYING CLUB needs stuFur aircraft,
--..ed
fee & monthly dues.
148-8484.
WANT A CHOICE? See our varied
Cute, foxy, 8 very
; 251-6956,
GRAND PRIX" October 24, Morris ZENITH CONSOLE STEREO. Enclosed
Do ivy / 00 & 10:00 p.m. 50c.
in dark beautiful cabinet. $75/best
294.1084.
SPARTAN SHIELDS IS ALIVE
SKIS: Women’s Heed std., Cubco bind.
YOGA & MEDITATION. Tues. & Thurs. ings. Henke buckle boots - size 71/7-8.
7.31, 9.30. 70 Hawthorne Way, S.J. and Doles. Excellent condition. Call 2875472 after 6 p.m.
2e6 5487 - by Sri A. Alexandrou.

65 GTO, EXCEL COND. ORIG.
OWNER. ISKY cam. MALLORY dist., NOW RENTING: Hotel St. Claire. PerRam Air, CC’d & milled heads, Spec. manent occupancy $125 & up/mo. $42.50
Wide
Ovals, & up/wk, All services available.
suspension,
modified
metallic brakes, POS1.. Much more. Must
at
$1675,
phone
Bob
drive.
see ard
379-6456.
’63 RENAULT: Good Condition. Very
Clean. Only $335 or best offer, Call
Fred 286.3566.
TWO CARS - 1964 VW like new. Bug.
$800. 1953 Ford wagon. runs well, good
radio & heater. $100. Phone 266-2694.
Bob Nansen.
HONDA 90, Street bike, Excel. transportat,cn easy parking, good cond.
cheer Call 287-7740.
HONDA SCRAMBLER - 3000 miles
trailer 8..4’ - new
14i
786.3148.
MGB
64
COO mi. Wire wheels, new
-irdition $1200, need mon
ey. 252-8900.
’63 BLACK VW, with sunroof, $602I
Call Andy, 259.3929 after 5:30 p.n,
’64 VW. Nr.w tires, clutch, brakes, pd.,
sorter, seats & more! Must seil
II It. Call 243-6585, Dave. No
ffer refused!
HONDA SO, Good condition, depend.
’onion for school. $60.00.

WANT MALE ROOMMATES - .
ished apt. 529 S. Itrt, St. #9 Dc..r.. Cy
before 1003 a.m, and after 9:00 p.m.

USE OUR EASY PAYMENT PLAN

Cok t.ie Union Program Board Presents

2 BEDROOM APT., for rent. New paint
k,b. the works! $190/mo. Reed Apts.
7th & Reed SU., 3 blks. from campus
297.2611.
bdon./2 bath/dining room/
living room. 2 car garage - Call after
4:00 p.m. 948-0404 or 265-3454.
ROOM AVAILABLE in Moulder Hall.
Meal Ticket included. Contact at 498
S. lOch upstairs.
ROOMS WITH kitchen privileges for
serious female students. Four blocks from
campus: 287-3125, after 2 p.m. singles
$60. doubles $45.
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
Apt. one block from campus. 476 S.
7t1 292-8152.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: Immediately at Royal Lanai Apts. $55/mo.
Call 259-7621 or 251-9604 after 6 p.m.

JOSE GRECO
in a lecture -demonstration

LOST: TINY BLACK PUPPY -- WHITE
PAWS & TAIL - POODLE TERRIER.
ARGA: 12th St. & San Carlos on
9/22,769. REWARD. Call Pat 293-0400.

Fri. Oct. 24
8:15 p.m.

C. U. Ballroom
Free

Add this
amount for
each addi
tional line

1.50
2.00
2.503.00

2.00
2.50
3.003.50

.so

.so

EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
Master - Reports - Dissertations.
Marianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371-0395. San Jose.
IRONING: 15 cents an item. Call Helen
after 6 p.m. 265-6856.
THE THREE OF US. Grad Students doing
professional Carp. & Painting at less
than professional prices, experienced.
Call 779.2636. Greg.
CHILD CARE - My Home Mon. -Fri.
Near College. Call 294-5681.

Enclose cash or check.

Daily Classifieds.
Phone

’IF YOU MINK Mn( EKAtil
-TAKING

PSZE TOUGH

Three days

Four days

UNTIL

morve e ARMY GIVE5.a

Five days

2.25
2.75
125
3.75

2.40
2.90
-3.40
3.90

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

.50

.50

.50

0 Help Wanted (4)
0 Flouting (5)
0 Lost and Found (6)

WAIT’

294-6414. Ext. 2465

No refunds on cancelled ads. ()lint your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
(:) Announcements (1)
0 Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)

HAPPY 1ST ANNIVERSARY, APPLE
OCTOBER 25. OH WHAT A NIGHT"
-LUV. HARVY.

Make check out to Spartan

CLASSIFIED RATES

4 lines
5 linos
-6 linos

HAPPY BIRTHDAY RABBITT
J.F.H. (Oct. 23, 1969)

Send in handy order blank.

FOR SALE l31

Two days

DEAR ALEMAP
May your weekend be a bummer
Yarrum

JET CHARTERS to Europe & New Tor}
from $139 round trip. No fee. Contact
Prof. David Maga at 293-1033.
WANTED: CAR POOL Monterey Peninsula to San Jose State, Monday,
Wednesday. Friday. Call 375.9312.
STARTING NOV. 19: Need ride to and
from Valley Fair. 5-10. Will help with
Cal’ 71,7 5105.

SPRITE, very good body. engine.
7A
TOPS, tonneau $550 or
r. Call 293-1634 after 6 p.m.
’’59 VOLVO - New paint & some parts.
valyn job. $150 or best offer,
499 N Lb #11. Phone 2862414.

One day

FAITH IS BELIEVING that God will do
exactly what he says he will do. Call
294.3333, and hear what God says Ise
will do.

TRANSPORTATION 191

62

Minimum
Three lines
One day
-3 lines

FREE TO GOOD HOME - Male neu
tered cat, 11/2 yr. Playful. loveable. All
shots. Must move, 243-9198 anytime.
ARE YOU SINGLE AND ON THE PILL?
15
Ne0e2d.
interviews for documentary. All
kept personal - Contact Evelyn 272-

URGENT: Dorm Room Available in
SERVICES 181
Coed Allen Hall. Call 287 7259. Ask
for Gordon, Linda or Marti.
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast, M.
DORM CONTRACT Moulder Hall. Call
curate, Minor Editing. Mrs. Baster. Phan*
323-3818 ask for Mark.
244-6581.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: Share 1 RENT A TV OR STEREO: Free sonic*.
Apt.
4th
S.
460
$60/mo.
bedroom apt,
No contract. Free delivery in SJ. Call
#11. Call John at 292-4059, between Esche’s, 251-2598.
9 & I I a.m. and 6 & 9 p.m.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Accurate, Feet.
AM LOOKING for a 2 bedroom apt. Can Edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs.
& a female roomy. Any Black sister with Aslanian - 298-4104.
same interests, call Ann 297-4487.
FREELANCE PHOTOGRAPHY for porFEMALES: Large room to share in large traits, advertisements, weddings, models,
comfortable house. Two blocks from composites & portfolios, and for any
campus. $45/mo. Phone 293-8105 after 5. other photo purpose. Call Rich Kelso
286-1139.
TWO BEDROOM COTTAGE for rent, AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per
with fireplace. on creek, near Felton. year for married, good students.
Also,
Phone: 287-7734. $80.
excellent savings for single men over 21
Campbell
244-9600.
George
Call
share
to
NEEDED
ROOMMATE
FEMALE
3 bedroom house. 1/2 block from cam. RESEARCH? Let COMPSTAD analyze
pus. Phone: 287-4961,
your data. Complete data processing
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: Uoper and statistical services. P.O. Box 1781
La Jolla, Calif. 459-3831.
’my.
bdrrn.
4.plex.
share
2
$55
to
div.
No hassle apt. Call 378-8305.
CAMPUS DATING SERVICE Interesting.
GIRLS: I bdrin. Modern furn. apt. I/2 $2. For Life. 296.3533 days.
block from SJSC, built-in kitchen. $120, TYPING. Near College. Neat, Reasonable. Corrections Made. Mrs. Taylor,
455 S. 10th. St. 292-1327.
292-4590,
FOR TWO MALES: Quiet. Comfortable
RENT
P
- private home with 30kitchen
A
,
l 46 S 144, Sr
TAPE
RECORDER
LOST AND FOUND 161
Cell 251-2598

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

FREE EAR PIERCING - FAST - PAINLESS with purchase of Gold Earrings.
(from 17.50) Call for appointment. 2976522. Evelyn’s, 40 S. 1st St. Downtown,
SKI BOOTS, Lange plastic, new, cost
$115, sell for $70. Site 81/2 Med. Call
286-4231, Never Used!

, PERSONALS 171

GROOVY 3 bedroom, 2 bath house WANTED: TRAVELING PARTNER IM.
reeds 2 girls. $60/mo. 11th St. 297.0803. MEDIATELY. Call Amaral 293-0400.

,,de

307 TOWN & COUNTRY
VILLAGE

11101.

LOOK FOR THE DRAGONS

Co-Rec Activities

WCA-A I Oct. 23
\A/CA-A2 Oct. 24

Atm^

minktupe 5w’

Bill To Aid Vets

California & Mason St.
Emerald Room
San Francisco - Calif.

FREE GAME WITH 1 PAID ADMISSION

1/11/4

SAW Hawaiian Club, 9 a.m.-5
p.m., Wiki VViki car wash, hula
dancers and music at the Chevron station, corner of Race and
San Carlos Streets. Donation St.
All students invited.
NEED 3 eociting units? Extension class
HELP WANIED 141
,n Current Problems still open. Wed.
Go-Ree, 12:30-4:30 p.m., Wom- 6.45 p.m. See Dr. Lee. Econ.
en’s Gym. Activities will include EXPAND YOUR AWARENESS Come to MALE-FEMALE. $3 per hour plus bonus
2 free ’ectures on SCIENTOLOGY Tues. servicing customers in established terriThars., Fri. 8:00 p.m. 3250 McKinley Dr. tory. At least 15 hrs, to spare. Requirements: neat appearance and car, Call for
off Stevens Creek.
l
appointment. 264-0699. The Fuller Brush
PS:12KINCGI’’’SPIAIDOkE
Company.
$ NEED MONEY $ - Newspaper samThe
.7\
’
WASHINGTON
BEER BUST AND SKI SWAP. Set., Oct. ple program full time, part time, steady
bpi, Hall work, 4 good men warted immediately.
to
Setiate PaSSO(I TI1111,
Age 18 to 29. $2 per hr. guaranteed
Admin. $1.50
raise veterans’ education boneplus bonus. No exp. needed. Earn while
you learn. Transportation fm. Call tofiLs by 46 per cent, despite hints
AUTOMOTIVE 121
day. Mr. Looney 292-6811.
that President Nixon might veto
New Fresh young talent for exposure,
68 AUSTIN AMERICA SEDAN. Blue. singers, dancers, musicians. New Night
it as inflationary.
The ideal commute car, only 4000 miles Club, "Show Case East" 3469 McKee
Sen. Jacob K. Javits, 10-N.Y.. $1495. Phone 293-1540.
Rd. Call 258-7521.
supporting the bill, mentioned the ’62 VW transistor ignition, must see
"GRAND
PRIX" October 24, Morris
possibility of a veto, and warned to appreciate. 287-5117.
Dailey 7:00 & 10:00 p.m. 50c.
that Nixon will have to cut fed
"GRAND PRIX" October 24, Morris TEMPORARY BABYSITTING or houseeral spending elsewhere to bal- Dailey 7:00 & 1080 p.m. 50c.
work, no fee, Heatherlee Agency 296ance the added expense of the 1966 VW - Excellent condition, radio 3533.
bill.
veterans
& heater, $1 150. Call 377-5489.
STUDENTS - Part Time Work. Must be
The vote on passage was 77-0. 1967 PONT. FIREBIRD, 326 V.8, R & H, neat, have good personality and your
air conditioning, vinyl top, 4 spd.ex- own car. Triad Corp. Product Identifica,eilent cond. $1895 or offer. Call 377- tion Div. For interviews call 294-6725
Ext, 5.
64 DODGE -Tart GT, 2 dr. Hdtp., 4 HASHER for College Boarding House
i owner, 56.000 mi., new 292-7278.
d.. $900. 688.4190, may
Co-Rec will id ter the usti,,I
Campus by tennis courts. GALS - - PART-TIMEHI Choice of
fare for a Saturday afternoon
morning, afternoon or evenings, interest4 Corvair Convertible in
FOR SAL E
ing telephone work on new and renewal
swimming, volleyball, badminton,
$500. See Alice, 360
accounts. Salary + Bonuses. 298-4479.
basketball and table tennis. All
students are welcome. 12:30-4:30 ’66 RAMBLER AMER. 6 cyl., sten. trans., CREDIT-SALES VERIFIER. Young man
I., family car, asking to verify & close small monthly budget
rod ,p.m., WG.
accounts. Hours will be arranged to
$1 Ou. C, 295.3091.
fit your schedule. Full time possible!
BSA -HORNET 66. Perfect Cond. Must
Salary. B.,
bow:sus & Car Allow.
287-0439.
,31e. 650cc. Call
292-957,
1953 BUICK HARDTOP, stick shift,
1100 or best offer.
HOUSING 151
)

1 his Spring or next Fall, take a
full semester of accredited
courses while visiting ports
from Italy to India. Find out all
the facts.

10Ael

Spartan Daily Classifieds

SJS Ches., Bridge (’tub, 12:31)3:30 p.m., to meet in Calavera,
Room College Union. All students invited.
The New Wineskin, 6:45 pros.
to meet at the New Wineskin
building. Guest speaker will It,
Dennis Fish speaking on "A Conscientious Objectot In the Army."
All students welcome,

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR 1

Pciday

Personals (7)
0 Services (8)
0 Transportation (9)

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed is $

City

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
Please allow 2 days after placing for ad to appear.

Days

